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Expression of CD44H and CD44v3 in normal oesophagus, Barrett mucosa and oesophageal carcinoma

E Castellà, A Ariza, A Fernández-Vasalo, X Roca, I Ojanguren

Abstract

Aims—To examine CD44H and CD44v3 expression in normal gastric and small bowel mucosa, normal and Barrett oesophagus, and oesophageal epithelial malignancies (squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma).

Methods—Ninety five specimens, comprised of 40 of normal oesophageal, gastric and small bowel mucosa, 22 of Barrett oesophagus (two with dysplastic changes), 20 of resected adenocarcinomas, and 13 of squamous cell carcinoma, were evaluated. The samples were fixed in formalin and subsequently stained with anti-CD44H and anti-CD44v3 monoclonal antibodies using the avidin-biotin peroxidase technique.

Results—In contrast to normal oesophagus, which showed positivity for both CD44 epitopes (CD44H and CD44v3) in the basal third of the epithelium, antral and intestinal subtypes of Barrett oesophagus expressed CD44H only, the distribution being focal in non-dysplastic and diffuse in dysplastic Barrett mucosa. Similarly, normal antral glands and small bowel epithelium were focally immunopositive for CD44H at the base of the crypts. All squamous cell carcinomas were diffusely positive for both isoforms, whereas 75% (15/20) of the adenocarcinomas expressed CD44H and 60% (12/20) expressed CD44v3.

Conclusions—CD44H is expressed in the proliferating areas of both normal squamous epithelium and Barrett mucosa. CD44H expression seems to increase progressively in dysplasia and infiltrating carcinoma, similar to the process described in the stomach. CD44v3 expression, usually not observed in normal or neoplastic gastric mucosa, was present in normal squamous epithelium and oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma. CD44v3 immunoreactivity was also identified in 60% of adenocarcinomas. These findings suggest that CD44v3 may play a role in the development of oesophageal carcinoma of both squamous and glandular types.

The CD44 cell surface glycoprotein is expressed as multiple isoforms in many normal and neoplastic tissues. This protein family has been implicated in lymphocyte homing, cell–extracellular matrix interactions, tumour invasiveness, and metastasis.

Differential glycosylation of the extracellular domain of CD44 increases the heterogeneity obtained through alternative splicing. CD44 isoforms modified with glycosaminoglycans such as heparan sulphate contain exon v3. These modified CD44 isoforms behave as proteoglycan-like substances, and have high affinity for some growth factors, such as heparin binding epidermal growth factor (HB-EGF), and could present these growth factors to specific membrane receptors. HB-EGF acts as an autocrine growth factor for human keratinocytes.

The aim of the present study was to evaluate expression of the CD44H and CD44v3 isoforms in normal and Barrett oesophagus and in the most common oesophageal malignancies, squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma.

Methods

Normal and pathological samples of 75 patients (56 men and 19 women; mean age (range) 57 (26–84) years) were retrieved from the archives of the Department of Pathology, Hospital Germans Trias i Pujol. There were 95 samples in total: 22 of Barrett oesophagus (nine antral, six intestinal, two containing dysplastic areas, and seven fundic); 20 of adenocarcinoma (two diffuse and the rest intestinal type); 13 of squamous cell carcinoma; and 10 each of normal oesophageal, fundic, antral, and small bowel mucosa obtained from the uninvolved areas of the surgical specimens.

Histological features and prognostic factors were evaluated according to well established criteria. Results obtained with both antibodies in neoplastic samples were correlated with prognostic factors, such as grade of differentiation and evidence of lymph node or visceral metastasis at the time of diagnosis. All biopsy specimens had been fixed in 10% neutral formalin and embedded in paraffin wax at 57–60°C.

Sections, 5 μm thick, were deparaffinised, placed in methanol containing 0.3% hydrogen peroxide for 30 minutes at room temperature, washed, heated in a microwave oven (3 × three minutes with two minute intervals) in buffered citrate (citric acid and sodium citrate, pH 6.0), washed, and incubated for 30 minutes with
were reviewed to reach a consensus. Frequency tables were analysed by Fisher’s exact test.

**Results**

**NORMAL OESOPHAGEAL, GASTRIC AND INTESTINAL MUCOSA**

CD44H was expressed in the basal third of squamous oesophageal epithelium. Control samples of normal gastric and intestinal mucosa showed focal CD44H positivity at the base of the antral and intestinal crypts. Fundic gastric mucosa did not react with either of the antibodies (fig 1).

Endothelial and inflammatory cells (lymphocytes and plasma cells), fibroblasts and smooth muscle cells showed focal immunopositivity for CD44H in the normal samples studied. CD44v3 was positive only in the basal third of squamous epithelium and smooth muscle cells.

**BARRETT OESOPHAGUS**

CD44H was detected in all of the cases of antral and intestinal subtypes of Barrett mucosa. Fundic type Barrett mucosa was always negative (fig 2). Staining was always focal, except for two cases, both of intestinal subtype with dysplastic areas, which stained diffusely. Staining intensity ranged from weak to strong. None of the Barrett mucosa samples reacted with anti-CD44v3 (fig 2).

**ADENOCARCINOMA**

CD44H was positive in 15 (75%) of the 20 samples studied. Immunostaining was focal in 11 cases and widespread in the other four. Staining intensity was moderate to strong in most cases (17/20, 85%). CD44v3 was expressed in 60% (12/20) of cases of adenocarcinoma (fig 2), most of which (66%) showed diffuse immunostaining (fig 3). Staining intensity was weak in 58% of cases and moderate in 33%.

**SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA**

Diffuse, moderate to strong staining for CD44H (fig 4) and CD44v3 (fig 5) was observed in all cases.

We did not find any statistically significant correlation between expression of CD44H and CD44v3 and the grade or stage of the neoplasms examined.

**Discussion**

The most common neoplasms of the lower oesophagus are squamous cell carcinomas and

---

**Figure 1** CD44H and CD44v3 expression in normal oesophageal, gastric and small bowel mucosa.

**Figure 2** CD44H and CD44v3 expression in Barrett oesophagus, oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma.

**Figure 3** Well differentiated adenocarcinoma with strong CD44v3 immunoreactivity in most cell membranes (x250).
Expression of CD44H and CD44v3 in the oesophagus

The expression of CD44H and CD44v3 in the oesophagus is of particular interest. CD44H is expressed in normal oesophageal mucosa, whereas CD44v3 is expressed in squamous cell carcinoma. The latter account for 10–28% of all oesophageal carcinomas, arising in most cases from Barrett oesophagus (often with dysplastic foci), and show the same histological variants as gastric adenocarcinoma (intestinal and diffuse). Histologically, three types of metaplastic columnar epithelium may be seen in Barrett oesophagus: an antral type similar to normal cardial or antral mucosa, a fundic type resembling fundic mucosa, and an intestinal type (so-called specialised type) similar to normal small bowel mucosa.

CD44 is encoded by a gene comprised of 20 exons located on the short arm of chromosome 11. Ten of these 20 exons are always expressed (CD44H). Nine of the other 10 undergo alternative splicing, thereby generating the CD44 isoforms. Splice variants carrying sequences encoded by exon v6 are expressed preferentially in metastatic animal cancer cell lines.

Immunohistochemical studies have demonstrated differential expression of CD44 epitopes in normal and tumour tissues of the digestive tract. CD44H expression is limited and located at the base of the crypts in normal colonic epithelium, while tumour progression is strongly related to overexpression of CD44H and CD44 isoforms carrying v6 epitopes. Focal expression of v6 in adenomas has also been identified and correlated with tumour progression. Moreover, expression of v6 in colon carcinomas correlates with Dukes’ stage and seems to be associated with tumour related death.

In the stomach, CD44H immunoreactivity has been observed in surface epithelium, foveolar proliferation zones and areas of intestinal metaplasia. CD44H is also expressed irregularly in adenocarcinomas. Intestinal type adenocarcinoma expresses epitopes encoded by exons v5 and v6, whereas the diffuse type predominantly expresses v5 encoded epitopes. Expression of CD44H and several variant isoforms (v3–v6, v8 and v9) has been described in normal oesophageal mucosa.

The diversity of the CD44H glycoprotein family obtained by means of alternative splicing is further increased by the differential use of numerous N-linked and O-linked glycosylation sites. Specifically, CD44 isoforms carrying the v3 exon are capable of binding heparan sulphate and can act as proteoglycan-like molecules. These proteoglycan-like CD44 isoforms act as reservoirs for growth factors, and have been implicated in recruitment of growth factors at the cell surface and regulation of their action on target cells. Bennett et al have demonstrated the complexing of HB-EGF and heparan sulphate modified CD44, which suggests a role for CD44 in keratinocyte growth, as HB-EGF is a keratinocyte autocrine growth factor.

In the present study CD44H was expressed in the lower third of the squamous epithelium of normal oesophageal mucosa and in oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma. A similar pattern of expression was found in gastric and intestinal non-neoplastic and neoplastic mucosa, Barrett oesophagus and adenocarcinoma.

Expression of CD44v3 has not been found in normal or neoplastic gastric or intestinal mucosa. In the study by Fox et al of stratified squamous epithelia, we have observed CD44v3 immunostaining at the basal third of the oesophageal squamous epithelium. Barrett mucosa did not react with this monoclonal antibody. A strong diffuse pattern was observed in all squamous cell carcinoma samples with this antibody. Surprisingly, oesophageal adenocarcinoma also showed a weak or moderate, focal CD44v3 immunoreaction in 60% of cases.

As already mentioned, the intense expression of exon v3 in squamous cell carcinoma cases could be related to the autocrine function of HB-EGF in keratinocytes. However, this finding does not seem to be restricted to squamous cells, as a great proportion of adenocarcinomas were CD44v3 positive in the present study. This distribution suggests that HB-EGF may be instrumental in the control of cell proliferation not only in keratinocytes but also in totipotential stem cells of the squamous–columnar junction, which in turn suggests a putative role for CD44v3 in the development of oesophageal carcinoma of both the squamous and glandular types.
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